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We live in vast sea of energy. It’s all around us and affects us
daily. Depending on the energy it can be healing, neutral or
damaging and we may not even know it. What is Bau Biology?
What is Bio Geometry? What are subtle energies and how do
they affect us? How can we take charge of this energy sea for
our health, healing and protection? Join me with my guest
Harold Ballen, a licensed engineer and certified Bau Biologist
as we explore the energy fields around us and how this sea of
energy affects our daily lives.
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Harold Ballen
Harold Ballen has been a Practicing Engineer for nearly 50 years. He has spent most
of his career working in the Pharmaceutical Industry or in companies that supply it.
During that time he has had a wide variety of experiences such as designing
specialized equipment and systems, building research labs both domestic and off
shore including P3 infectious disease containment facilities, labs to handle
radioactive drugs, pathology and toxicology facilities and systems for a major chemical
production campus. In 1975 he was licensed as a Professional Engineer. In 1977 he
received an MBA in management and a minor in finance. He was eventually promoted
to VP of Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Enginee
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